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The East Australian Current (EAC) is an important western boundary current of

the South Pacific subtropical Circulation with high mesoscale eddy kinetic

energy (EKE). Based on satellite altimeter observations and outputs from the

eddy-resolving ocean general circulation model (OGCM) for the Earth

Simulator (OFES), the seasonal variability of EKE and its associated dynamic

mechanism in the EAC region are studied. High EKE is mainly concentrated in

the shear-region between the poleward EAC southern extension and the

equatorward EAC recirculation along Australia's east coast, which is confined

within the upper ocean (0-300 m). EKE in this area exhibits obvious seasonal

variation, strong in austral summer with maximum (465±89 cm² s-²) in

February and weak in winter with minimum (334±48 cm² s-²) in August.

Energetics analysis from OFES suggests that the seasonal variability of EKE is

modulated by the mixed instabilities composed of barotropic and baroclinic

instabilities confined within the upper ocean, and barotropic instability

(baroclinic instability) is the main energy source of EKE in austral summer

(winter). The barotropic process is mainly controlled by the zonal shear of

meridional velocities of the EAC southern extension and the EAC recirculation.

The poleward EAC southern extension and the equatorward EAC recirculation

are synchronously strengthened (weakened) due to the local positive (negative)

sea level anomalies (SLA) under geostrophic equilibrium, and the barotropic

instability dominated by zonal shear is enhanced (slackened), which results in a

high (low) level of EKE in the EAC region.

KEYWORDS

eddy kinetic energy, seasonal variability, barotropic and baroclinic instabilities, the
East Australian Current, zonal shear of meridional velocities
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1 Introduction

The East Australian Current (EAC) (Figure 1) is the western

boundary current (WBC) of the South Pacific subtropical

Circulation with high eddy kinetic energy (Everett et al., 2012;

Pilo et al., 2015; Li et al., 2021) and feeds Southern Hemisphere

supergyre circulation of the global thermohaline circulation

(Ridgway, 2007; Speich et al., 2007). Studies on the

characteristics of ocean currents off Australia's east coast have

been carried out extensively through observations and models.

The EAC usually carries warm and salty water southward along

the offshore edge of the continental shelf. At about 30°S-32°S,

part of the EAC turns east to New Zealand and then forms the

EAC eastern extension (also known as the Tasman Front). The

other part continues to flow southward along continental shelf to

Tasmania as the EAC southern extension (Oke et al., 2019), and

generates a large number of eddies (Bowen et al., 2005). In the

east of the EAC southern extension, there is an equatorward

current known as the EAC recirculation (Figure 1) (Everett et al.,

2012; Oke et al., 2019). Zilberman et al. (2014) proved the

existence of the poleward and equatorward currents in the EAC

region along 32°S (0-2000 m) using Argo float profile and

trajectory data. Based on the Regional Ocean Modelling

System (ROMS) simulation and mooring array, Wijeratne

et al. (2018) showed that the equatorward EAC recirculation

could be found along 27°S, 32°S, and 36°S. Zilberman et al.

(2018) found that the mean transport estimates of the poleward
Frontiers in Marine Science 02
EAC southern extension and the equatorward EAC recirculation

along 26°S were 19.5±2Sv and 2.5±0.5Sv from HR-XBT, Argo

and altimetry data. Meanwhile, the poleward absolute

geostrophic transport of the EAC is stronger in the austral

summer (“austral” is implicit hereinafter) compared with

winter. Zilberman et al. (2014) indicates a simultaneous

strengthening of the geostrophic transport in the EAC

southern extension and the EAC recirculation along 32°S.

Wood et al. (2016) studied the seasonal cycle of vertical

temperature structure in the EAC using mooring data along

34°S and indicated that warm upper waters appeared during the

summer (December to February) and autumn (March to May),

and cool bottom waters developed during the late winter and

spring (August to November) and were maintained throughout

the summer.

The EAC has strong variability in the period of 90 to 150

days, accompanied by extensively active mesoscale eddy

activities (Mata et al., 2006; Sloyan et al., 2016; Archer et al.,

2017). Everett et al. (2012) showed that there was high eddy

activities south of the EAC separation point at about 32°S off

Australia's east coast detected from altimetry. Cetina-Heredia

et al. (2019) drew the same conclusion using the particle

trajectory data set from the eddy-resolving ocean general

circulation model (OGCM) for the Earth Simulator (OFES)

and the Connectivity Modeling System and pointed out that

cyclonic eddies mainly prevailed in the north of 32°S, but

anticyclonic eddies mainly prevailed in the EAC southern
BA

FIGURE 1

(A) A schematic diagram of identified current branches in the South Pacific subtropical Ocean modified from Oke et al. (2019). Schematic current
branches (black dashed lines) are the EAC southern extension, the EAC recirculation, and the Tasman Front. The red and blue circles denote the
mesoscale eddy field. (B) The distribution of climatological mean surface currents (arrow) in the EAC region (148°E-160°E, 30°S-45°S) from AVISO
during January 1993-December 2019. The velocity vector represents the direction, and the length represents the magnitude of the velocity (10 cm s-1).
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extension. The anticyclonic eddies is larger than cyclonic eddies

(Cetina-Heredia et al., 2019) and about 88% of the EAC system

eddies propagate westward, turning south when they encounter

Australia's east shelf slope (Pilo et al., 2015). The eddy amplitude

and rotational speed in the EAC eddy core region (31°S-38°S)

are significantly higher than that of global (Everett et al., 2012).

Compared with Kuroshio current [1.5 m s-1, (Tseng et al.,

2011)], the velocity of the EAC is relatively weak [-0.4 m s-1,

(Zilberman et al., 2018)]. The magnitude of EKE in the EAC

region (Pilo et al., 2015; Li et al., 2021) is about 1/2 of that in the

Kuroshio region (Miyazawa et al., 2004; Wang and Pierini,

2020), and EKE in the EAC region is still relatively strong.

Archer et al. (2017) showed that EKE exhibited seasonal

variations in both magnitude and variance with a maximum in

summer and a minimum in the EAC region in winter. Using the

1/3°×1/3° spatial resolution satellite altimetry data from 1992 to

2002, Qiu and Chen (2004) reported that EKE in the EAC was

high in summer and low in winter, while the maximum

appeared in March and the minimum appeared in August.

The impact of forcing on mesoscale variability in the EAC

region is revealed in previous studies. Bowen et al. (2005)

suggested that mesoscale energy and energy propagation of the

EAC were consistent with the variability generated by the

current itself in the separated region, and were not forced by

mesoscale signals propagating westward from the South Pacific

basin. Mata et al. (2006) further indicated that the growth of

mesoscale eddies was modulated by the local instability of flow

using a global ocean model and altimetric data. Bull et al. (2017)

found the EAC itself had high variability and was rarely affected

by remote ocean variability using Nucleus for European

Modelling of the ocean (NEMO).

Previous studies have also done some energetics analysis to

study the dynamic mechanism of mesoscale eddy generation and

shedding in the EAC region. Bowen et al. (2005) indicated that

barotropic instability played a leading role in the process of

driving eddy shedding in the area where the EAC mainstream

separates from the coast. However, Mata et al. (2006) and Bull

et al. (2017) implied both barotropic and baroclinic instabilities

were highly active in the process of eddy shedding in the EAC

region. Oliver et al. (2015) suggested the barotropic and

baroclinic instability processes in the EAC southern extension

region could drive the continuous growth and increase the life

cycle of anticyclonic eddies. The generation and shedding of

eddies in the EAC region are accompanied by extensively high

EKE (Macdonald et al., 2016). It is worth noting that the above

studies mainly analyzed energy conversion between mean

available potential energy (MPE) to eddy potential energy

(EPE) caused by baroclinic instability.

As for the energy source of EKE in the EAC region, Li et al.

(2021) implied that barotropic instability dominated the

variation of EKE on the interannual scale by comparing the

magnitude of barotropic instability and baroclinic instability

(EPE to EKE) using the ROMS data, but did not analyze the roles
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of the two instability processes on the seasonal variability of EKE

in detail. So far, the main factors controlling the seasonal

variability of the EKE and the underlying mechanism in the

EAC region are still unclear.

In this paper, based on satellite altimeter observations and

OFES simulation, the seasonal variation of EKE in the EAC

region is studied in detail, and its dynamic mechanism is

clarified to reveal the relationship between EKE and large-scale

ocean circulation in the western boundary current region. This

study could deepen our understanding of the mesoscale process

with the large-scale circulation. This paper is organized as

follows: Sect. 2 describes the satellite altimeter observations,

OFES simulation, and oceanic Lorenz energy cycle method. Sect.

3 presents the seasonal cycle and dynamic processes of EKE.

Sect. 4 is the summary and discussions.
2 Data and methods

2.1 Satellite observation of sea level
anomalies from AVISO

The daily satellite observation of sea level anomalies (SLA) is

derived from the Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring

Service (CMEMS, https://marine.copernicus.eu/) authenticated

by Archiving Validation and Interpretation of Satellite Data in

Oceanography (AVISO). The SLA product combines different

altimeter measurements from Jason-3, Sentinel-3A, HY-2A,

Saral/AltiKa, Cryosat-2, Jason-2, Jason-1, T/P, ENVISAT,

GFO, ERS1/2. The spatial resolution is 0.25°×0.25°, the

temporal resolution is 1 day, and the data span is from

January 1 1993 to December 31 2020. AVISO can capture

eddy activities in the EAC region (Oliver et al., 2015). In this

study, using SLA, observed surface EKE can be readily calculated

by:

EKE =
g2

2f
∂ h0

∂ x

� �2

+
∂ h0

∂ y

� �2� �
(1)

In Eq. (1), the Coriolis parameter f = 2Wsin(j), which
depends on latitude j and angular rate W, and h

0  is sea

level anomaly.
2.2 OGCM OFES

In this paper, OFES is used to study the vertical structure and

dynamic mechanism of EKE. The flow field, temperature, and

mesoscale eddy simulated by the OFES model are in good

agreement with the observed results (e.g., transport (Wang

et al., 2013; Cetina-Heredia et al., 2014), sea surface

temperature (Wang et al., 2013), mesoscale eddy (Cetina-

Heredia et al., 2019)). Thus, this model has the ability to

reproduce the observed regional oceanographic features of the
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circulation in the EAC region. The OFES-CLIM run is initialized

from the World Ocean Atlas 1998 (Boyer and Levitus, 1997) and

is spun-up with the climatological monthly forcing from the

National Centers for Environmental Prediction/National Center

for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) reanalysis (Kalnay

et al., 1996) from 1950 to 1999 (Masumoto, 2004). After the 50

year spin-up integration, the OFES-NCEP run is forced by the

daily atmospheric forcing of the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis from

1950. The OFES-QSCAT run is forced by the QuikSCAT wind

data, taking the National Centers for Environmental Prediction

run (NCEP-run) simulation output on 20 July 1999 as its initial

condition. The OFES-QSCAT with a spatial resolution of 10 km

is used in this study, which fully characterize mesoscale

variability (Maltrud and McClean, 2005; von Storch et al.,

2012; Chassignet and Xu, 2017).The spatial resolution is

0.1°×0.1°, the number of vertical levels is 54, and the time

interval for the model archive is 3 days from 22 July 1999 to

30 October 2009.
3 Methods

The oceanic Lorenz energy cycle (LEC) is an effective

method to assess EKE variation (Lorenz, 1955; Böning and

Budich, 1992; Beckmann et al., 1994; Zhuang et al., 2010; Zu

et al., 2013; Brum et al., 2017; Yan et al., 2019), and has been

successfully applied to areas with strong ocean currents [e.g., the

Kuroshio Extension (Yang and Liang, 2018); the Gulf Stream

Region (Kang and Curchitser, 2015); the North Equatorial

Countercurrent (Chen et al., 2015); the East Madagascar

Current (Halo et al. , 2014); the California current

(Marchesiello et al., 2003); the Agulhas Return Current (Zhu

et al., 2018); the South Indian Countercurrent (Zhang et al.,

2020); EAC (Li et al., 2021)]. The energetics analysis is utilized to

determine the energy sources of EKE. The EKE governing

equation is as follows (Oey, 2008; von Storch et al., 2012; Su

and Ingersoll, 2016):

∂EKE
∂ t

= − ⃑v

·∇EKE� u0u0
∂ u
∂ x

+ u0v0
∂ u
∂ x

+ u0v0
∂ u
∂ y

+ v0v0
∂ v
∂ y

� �

− u0w0 ∂ u
∂ z

+ v0w0 ∂ v
∂ z

� �
−  

gr0w0

r0

+  
1
r0

∂

∂ z
tx 0 u 0 (z = 0) + ty 0 v 0 (z = 0)
� �

+ res

(2)

BTR = − u0u0
∂ u
∂ x

+ u0v0
∂ u
∂ x

+ v0v0
∂ u
∂ y

+ v0v0
∂ v
∂ y

� �
(3)
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BCR = −
gr0w0

r0
(4)

BTRv = − ð u0w0 ∂ u
∂ z

+ v0w0 ∂ v
∂ z

Þ (5)

BTR1 = −u0u0
∂ u
∂ x

(6)

BTR2 = −u0v0
∂ v
∂ x

(7)

BTR3 = −u0v0
∂ u
∂ y

(8)

BTR4 = −v0v0
∂ v
∂ y

  (9)

�u and �v are zonal and meridional components of

background currents with the time scale longer than 150 days,

and u 0 and v 0 are high-frequency perturbations of zonal and

meridional components with the time scale shorter than 150

days, consistent with previous studies in the EAC (Mata et al.,

2006; Sloyan et al., 2016). Similarly, r 0 and w 0 are the

perturbations of potential density and vertical velocity,

respectively. Potential density r0 = 1025kg m-3. The

gravitational constant g =9.8N kg-1. The density r is calculated

from the potential temperature (T) and salinity (S).

Eq. (2) is the EKE balance equation, which describes the EKE

balances at steady state. ∂EKE
∂ t is the temporal change rate (time

trend) of EKE; − v
*
·∇ EKE means the redistribution rate of EKE

through advection; the barotropic conversion rate (BTR) in Eq.(3)

represents the EKE is produced by the shear and Reynolds stress of

the flow. BTR serves as an indicator of energy transfer between

mean kinetic energy (MKE) and EKE via barotropic instability and

measures the strength of barotropic instability. Positive BTR

indicates that energy is transferred from MKE to EKE (Orr,

1907) and the energy of the background circulation is transferred

to eddies via barotropic instability (McWilliams, 2006), and

negative BTR indicates that energy of background circulation is

transferred to eddies. BCR in Eq.(4) serves as an indicator of energy

transfer between EPE and EKE via baroclinic instability. The change

in potential energy is performed by turbulent buoyancy forces on

the vertical stratification. Positive BCR indicates that energy is

transferred from EPE to EKE via baroclinic instability (Cushman-

Roisin and Jean-Marie, 2011; Gula et al., 2015; Torres et al., 2018;

Yu et al., 2019). the vertical barotropic conversion rate (BTRv) in

Eq.(5) represents the energy is transferred due to small-scale shear

instability. Since the vertical velocity w is much smaller than the

horizontal velocity, it can be ignored. 1
r0

∂
∂ z (tx

0 u 0 (z = 0) +

ty 0 v 0 (z = 0)) represents EKE is generated by the wind work and

res is the energy dissipation, which can be ignored (Oey, 2008; von
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Storch et al., 2012). For detailed derivation and further discussion of

the LEC, please refer to (Böning and Budich, 1992; Rubio et al.,

2009; Kang and Curchitser, 2015).
4 Results

4.1 Seasonal variability of EKE

The distribution of surface mean EKE from satellite

altimeter observations in the EAC is shown in Figure 2A. High

EKE (>500 cm² s-²) exists along Australia’s east coast, and is

mainly concentrated in the shear-region between the EAC

southern extension and the EAC recirculation and extends to

Tasmania, consistent with previous observations (Pilo et al.,

2015; Li et al., 2021). There is a high EKE core at around 153°E,

35°S from observation data. The EKE averaged over the upper

300 m layer from OFES from July 1999 to October 2009 also

shows a high core at around 153°E, 35°S (Figure 2B). Thus, the

EKE averaged over the upper 300 m layer derived from the OFES

simulation has similar spatial distribution and magnitude as the

observed surface EKE from AVISO (Figures 2A, B). The EKE

from OFES in south of 40°S is stronger than that from AVISO,

which maybe come from overestimated modeled current (S1 in

appendix) contrasting with that from AVISO (Figure 1B). In

addition, the observed surface EKE averaged in 148°E-160°E, 30°

S-45°S reaches the maximum (465±89 cm² s-²) in February, then

gradually falls until it reaches the minimum (334±48 cm² s-²) in

August, and then rises from September to January of the next
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
year, with mean EKE value of 392 cm² s-² (Figure 3, red solid

line). The simulated seasonal variation of surface EKE (Figure 3,

blue solid line) and averaged EKE over the upper 300 m layer

(Figure 3, blue dash line) is strongest in February and weakest in

July. EKE from satellite altimeter observations and OFES

exhibits similar seasonal variations. Therefore, the OFES still

provides a reasonable simulation of the spatial distribution and

seasonal cycle of EKE in the EAC region.

The vertical structure of the EKE is studied using the OFES

model output. The regional mean EKE at different depths is

depicted as E(t,z) following Chen et al. (2015). The E(t,z)
E(t,0)

indicates mean EKE normalized with the surface value is a

function of depth. The black line shows that EKE drops rapidly

with increasing depth and the mean EKE at 300 m is only

approximately 35% of the surface value in the EAC region

(Figure 4). The C(z) indicates the coherence value of EKE time

series at different depths relative to the surface EKE, defined by

the following equation:

CðzÞ ≡ 1 −
〈 ½E(t, z)� r(z ÞE(t; 0) �2 〉

〈 E2(t, z Þ 〉 (10)

where r(z) is a regression coefficient, r(z) ≡ ⟨E(t,z)E(t,0)/E2

(t,0)⟩. Physically, C(z) indicates the ratio of E(t,z) variance that is

coherent in respect of E(t,0). C(z) exceeds 0.9 at all depths

indicates that the temporal variability of EKE in the upper 300 m

layer is similar to the surface (Figure 4). Considering the vertical

distribution of EKE, the EKE, BTR, BCR, and current velocity

are averaged over the upper 300 m layer to study the dynamic

mechanism using the OFES simulation in the following.
BA

FIGURE 2

Climatological mean eddy kinetic energy (EKE, Unit: cm² s-²) calculated from the SLA data from (A) AVISO during January 1993-December 2019
and (B) OFES (0-300m) during July 1999-October 2009. EKE is calculated from Eq. (1).
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4.2 Seasonal variability of BTR and BCR

Figure 5 shows the monthly spatial distribution of EKE

averaged over the upper 300 m layer obtained by the OFES

model from July 1999 to October 2009. High EKE always

appears in the shear-region between the EAC southern
Frontiers in Marine Science 06
extension and the EAC recirculation along Australia’s east

coast. The high EKE core near 151°E, 32°S in August

(Figure 5H) is gradually strengthened and moves southward

until it appears at 151°E, 38°S in February (Figure 5B). EKE is

strongest in summer (Figures 5L, A, B) and weakest

(Figures 5F–H) in winter in the shear region. Meanwhile, the
FIGURE 4

Black line: EKE averaged in 148°E-160°E, 30°S-45°S as a function of depth from OFES; the standardized EKE level as a function of depth: E(t,z)
E(t,0).

Gray line: the EKE coherence level as a function of depth relative to surface EKE: C(z), and C(z) is defined in Eq. (10).
FIGURE 3

Monthly EKE time series in the EAC region (148°E-160°E, 30°S-45°S) calculated from AVISO during January 1993-December 2019 and from
OFES during July 1999-October 2009. Red solid line and blue solid line represent surface EKE from AVISO and OFES, blue dash line represents
averaged EKE over the upper 300 m layer from OFES.
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spatial distribution of EKE from AVISO is similar to that of

OFES (S2 in Appendix).

MKE and EPE can be transferred to EKE via barotropic and

baroclinic instabilities, respectively (Halo et al., 2014; Chen et al.,

2015; Kang and Curchitser, 2015; Yang and Liang, 2018; Zhu

et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2020; Li et al., 2021). Next, we will

ascertain the energy source of EKE on the seasonal scale in

the region.

The BTR in the EAC region exhibits a mixed positive-

negative pattern (Figure 6). The high positive and negative

BTR is mainly concentrated in the shear-region corresponding

to the high EKE (Figures 5, 6), consistent with previous studies

(Bowen et al., 2005; Mata et al., 2006; Li et al., 2021). It implies

that the energy conversion between the mean flow and the eddy

field is active via barotropic instability. High negative BTR values

indicate that inverse energy cascades frequently appear in the

shear-region, and eddy energy transfer toward MKEmay play an

important role in influencing mean flow in the shear-region. The

positive and negative values appear alternately along the EAC

southern extension and EAC recirculation, and show significant

along-stream variability (Figure 6), which is similar to the spatial

pattern near the Charleston Bump in the Gulf Stream Region

(Kang and Curchitser, 2015).

The transfers of MKE!EKE and EKE!MKE are highly

energetic in each season. The positive BTR is strong in summer

(Figures 6L, A, B) and weak in winter (Figures 6F–H), suggesting
Frontiers in Marine Science 07
that energy transferred from MKE to EKE is an important

energy source for eddies via barotropic instability in summer.

BTR at the EAC main separation point (31°S-32°S) is not as high

as BTR south of 32°S, indicating that the eastward Tasman Front

is not the main factor for barotropic instability (Figure 6). In

addition, the vertical profile of BTR averaged between 30°S and

45°S shows that conversion between MKE and EKE is mainly

confined within the upper depths (0-300 m) and is consistent in

the vertical direction (S3 in Appendix).

The spatial distribution of BCR is quite different from that of

BTR in the EAC region. It is noteworthy that the magnitude of

BCR is 1/8 of BTR (Figures 6, 7). In each season BCR is positive

in most parts of the shear-region suggesting that energy transfer

from EPE to EKE via baroclinic instability is active in this region.

The negative BCR mainly exists along coast (32°S-38°S) and

appears at 155°E, 33°S, and maybe results from the influence of

the topography. Meanwhile, the positive BCR is strong in winter

(Figures 7F, G, H), and in other seasons it is relatively weak. In

addition, the vertical profile of BCR averaged between 30°S and

45°S demonstrates that the conversion of EPE between EKE is

mainly confined within the upper depths (0-300 m). BCR is

mainly positive, especially in winter suggesting that EPE tends to

convert to EKE via baroclinic instability and more energy is

converted to EKE in winter (S4 in Appendix).

To quantify the energy source of EKE in the EAC, Figure 8

depicts the monthly time series of the horizontal mean ∂EKE
∂ t 、
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FIGURE 5

Monthly mean EKE distribution averaged over the upper 300 m layer from OFES during July 1999-October 2009 for (A) January, (B) February,
(C) March, (D) April, (E) May, (F) June, (G) July, (H) August, (I) September, (J) October, (K) November and (L) December.
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FIGURE 6

Monthly mean barotropic conversion rate (BTR, Unit: cm2 s-3) distribution averaged over the upper 300 m layer from OFES during July 1999-
October 2009 for (A) January, (B) February, (C) March, (D) April, (E) May, (F) June, (G) July, (H) August, (I) September, (J) October, (K) November
and (L) December. BTR is defined in Eq. (3).
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FIGURE 7

Monthly mean baroclinic conversion rate (BCR, Unit: cm2 s-3) distribution averaged over the upper 300 m layer from OFES during July 1999-
October 2009 for (A) January, (B) February, (C) March, (D) April, (E) May, (F) June, (G) July, (H) August, (I) September, (J) October, (K) November
and (L) December. BCR is defined in Eq. (4).
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BCR、BTR, and the sum of BTR and BCR (BCR+BTR) in the

EAC (148°E-160°E, 30°S-45°S). The ∂EKE
∂ t (blue line) is positive

in February-March and September-December with an increase

in EKE, while it is negative in other months with a decrease in

EKE, presenting a double-peak structure in general. BCR+BTR

(black line) are mainly positive confirming that both barotropic

and baroclinic instabilities are the energy sources for EKE in the

EAC region in climatological mean state, thus contributing to

the intensive eddy activities in the EAC region. BTR (red line)

reaches the maximum (1.30×10-4 cm2 s-3) in February and

reaches the minimum (1.55×10-5 cm2 s-3) in June. The

maximum (1.28×10-4 cm2 s-3) of BCR (gray line) appears in

July and the minimum (3.17×10-5 cm2 s-3) appears in January.

The main sources of EKE are the barotropic instability in

summer and the baroclinic instability in winter, and the

barotropic and baroclinic instabilities are equally important in

other months. Because the order of magnitude of the spatial

distribution of BCR is smaller than that of BTR, Li et al. (2021)

believed that EKE in the EAC region on the interannual scale

was mainly governed by barotropic instability. However, the

spatial mean of BCR is comparable to that of BTR (Figure 8),

because the positive and negative values of BTR are mostly offset

(Figure 6). BCR+BTR is consistent with ∂EKE
∂ t on the seasonal

scales (Figure 8), suggesting both barotropic and baroclinic

instabilities play an important role in modulating the seasonal

variability of EKE.
4.3 Mechanism of the seasonal variability
of EKE

Since the enhancement of EKE in the EAC is mainly due to

the strong barotropic instability in summer (Figure 8), we will

study the main factors influencing BTR. Energetics analysis of
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Eq. (3) illustrates that BTR is closely related to the horizontal

shear of flows. The seasonal variations of BTR1-BTR4 are

quantitatively calculated to study the contribution of each

term to BTR (Figure 9). BTR2 (green solid line) reaches its

maximum (4.57×10-4 cm2 s-3) in February and its minimum

(1.73×10-4 cm2 s-3) in August. Contrasting with mainly positive

values of BTR (red solid line), both BTR1 (blue dash line) and

BTR3 (black dash line) are negative each month, and out of

phase with BTR. The amplitude of BTR4 is smaller than BTR2,

and seasonal variability of BTR4 is not obvious and out of phase

with BTR. Therefore, the influence of BTR4 can be ignored.

Overall, the seasonal variation of BTR2 is consistent with that of

BTR (Figure 8, 9), and the amplitude of BTR2 plays a dominant

role in the four terms, suggesting that BTR2 makes the main

contribution to BTR.

Because the BTR stands for energy transfer between MKE of

background circulation and EKE via barotropic instability

(McWilliams, 2006), and previous studies in the Celebes Sea

(Yang et al., 2020) and in the North Equatorial Countercurrent

of Western Pacific (Chen et al., 2015) show that variation of EKE

is governed by barotropic instability of the background

circulation. Next, we will analyze the role of background

circulation in the variation of BTR. Considering that BTR2

partly represents the zonal gradient of low-pass filtered

meridional velocity ( ∂�v
∂ x) as shown in Eq. (7), and the location

of high BTR corresponds to the shear-region between the

poleward EAC southern extension and the equatorward EAC

recirculation (Figures 1, 6), we should verify the role of the zonal

gradient of meridional velocity in controlling the variation of

BTR2 and BTR. The seasonal variability of ∂�v
∂ x along 38°S is

shown in Figure 10. The location of maximum southward

velocity (the current axis of the EAC southern extension) is

near 150.5°E, the location of maximum northward velocity (the

current axis of the EAC recirculation) is near 152°E, and
FIGURE 8

Seasonal variations of mean EKE trend (blue line), BTR (red line), BCR (gray line), and BTR+BCR (black line) averaged over the upper 300 m layer
from OFES during July 1999-October 2009 in the EAC region (148°E-160°E, 30°S-45°S).
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maximum value of ∂�v
∂ x is near 151.5°E. The ∂�v

∂ x is strongest in

February and weakest in July, consistent with the seasonal

variation of BTR2 and BTR (Figures 8–10), confirming that

zonal gradient of meridional velocity between the EAC southern

extension and the EAC recirculation makes the main

contribution to barotropic instability.

The minimum velocity between 150°E and 151.5°E and

maximum velocity between 151.5°E and 152.5°E averaged over

the upper 300 m along 38°S stand for the poleward EAC

southern extension (Vmin) and the equatorward EAC

recirculation (Vmax), respectively. And the difference

between them (Vmin-Vmax) represents the zonal shear of
Frontiers in Marine Science 10
meridional velocities of the EAC southern extension and the

EAC recirculation. Both absolute values of Vmin and Vmax

have the maximum in February and the minimum in July

(Figure 11). The seasonal variation of the EAC southern

extension (black line) and the EAC recirculation (blue line)

is synchronous, consistent with previous studies indicating

that the EAC southern extension is negatively correlated with

the EAC recirculation (Zilberman et al., 2014; Sloyan and

O'Kane, 2015). The Vmin-Vmax (red line) is strongest

(-95.18 cm s-1) in February and weakest (-19.11 cm s-1) in

July. The seasonal variation of zonal shear of meridional

velocities is controlled by the synchronously seasonal varying
FIGURE 10

Seasonal variability of ∂ �v
∂ x (shaded color), and �v (contour with 5 intervals, units: cm s-1) along 38°S averaged over the upper 300 m layer from

OFES during July 1999-October 2009. Solid (dash) lines represent positive (negative) meridional velocity.
FIGURE 9

Seasonal variations of spatial mean BTR (red solid line), BTR1 (blue dash line), BTR2 (green solid line), BTR3 (black dash line), and BTR4 (magenta
dash line) averaged over the upper 300 m layer from OFES during July 1999-October 2009 in the EAC region (148°E-160°E, 30°S-45°S).
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poleward EAC southern extension and equatorward EAC

recirculation (Figure 11).

The zonal shear of meridional currents matches well with

the seasonal variation in EKE (Figures 3, 11), suggesting a

synchronous phase relationship between the EKE and zonal

shear of meridional currents. In other words, due to the

dominant meridional circulation in this region, when the EAC

southern extension and the EAC recirculation are strong, the

zonal shear between the currents will be reinforced, and

barotropic instability is enhanced, and it contributes to high

EKE transferred from MKE. The result is consistent with other

studies suggesting that horizontal shear of highly energetic flow

tends to support EKE generation via barotropic instability (Chen

et al., 2016; Zhan et al., 2016).

Furthermore, we examine the relationship between currents

and SLA, the seasonal variation of SLA is obtained from AVISO

from January 1999 to December 2009. In the EAC region, SLA is

positive (negative) in summer (winter) (Figure 12), and the

poleward EAC southern extension and the equatorward EAC

recirculation are strengthened (weakened) due to geostrophic

equilibrium (Figure 11). Then, the zonal shear of meridional

currents is strengthened (weakened), and the EKE is strong

(weak) via barotropic instability (Figures 3, 11). The SLA could

influence the shear strength of upper ocean currents thus

dynamically affecting the EKE. In addition, mesoscale eddies

can be approximatively identified with SLA. Li et al. (2021)

revealed there are more anticyclonic eddies than cyclonic eddies

in the period of high EKE in the EAC on the interannual scale.

Similarly, the anticyclonic circulation pattern of the poleward

EAC southern extension and the equatorward EAC recirculation

is more conducive to the formation of anticyclonic eddies in

summer with high EKE (Figures 12L, A, B), and can explain the

phenomenon found by Cetina-Heredia et al. (2019) that

anticyclonic eddies are more common in EAC southern extension.
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Figure 13 demonstrates the zonal distributions of

temperature and velocity in the upper 300 m from the OFES

model along 38°S. The zonal temperature gradient is positive on

the west side of 152°E and negative on the east side, and the

temperature trough reaches the deepest near 152°E in each

season. The EAC southern extension (blue shaded color) and

the EAC recirculation (red shaded color) are trapped above the

west and east of the temperature trough, respectively (Figure 13).

The velocity direction changes little with the increase of depth

(S1 in appendix), which is consistent with the study of Mata et al.

(2006) through satellite altimeter observations and current

meter array. Here, the zonal mean depth of 15°C isotherm

between 151°E-152°E along 38°S stands for the depth of

temperature trough for quantitative analysis and is defined as

D15. The D15 reaches the deepest point (305.58 m) in February

and reaches the shallowest point (221.81 m) in July (Figure 14).

The D15 is high (low) in summer (winter), which is

corresponding to more (less) anticyclonic eddies with positive

(negative) SLA (Figure 12). Under geostrophic equilibrium, the

poleward EAC southern extension and the equatorward EAC

recirculation are strengthened (weakened), thus the variations of

zonal shear and BTR have a good corresponding relationship

with the D15 (Figures 8, 11, 14).
5 Summary and discussions

The seasonal cycle and dynamic mechanism of EKE in the

EAC region are studied using satellite altimeter observations and

high-resolution OFES-QSCAT model data. The high EKE is

mainly concentrated in the shear-region of the poleward EAC

southern extension and the equatorward EAC recirculation

along Australia’s east coast and is confined within the upper

ocean (0-300 m). EKE displays a distinct seasonal cycle
FIGURE 11

Seasonal variation of velocity of the EAC southern extension (Vmin, units: cm s-1), the EAC recirculation (Vmax, units: cm s-1), and the difference
between the two currents (Vmin-Vmax, red line, units: cm s-1) along 38°S. The black line is Vmin, the blue line is the Vmax, and the red line is
Vmin-Vmax averaged over the upper 300 m layer from OFES during July 1999-October 2009.
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FIGURE 13

Zonal distributions of temperature (contour with 1 interval, units: °C) and velocity (shaded color, units: cm s-1) in the upper 300 m along 38°S
from OFES during July 1999-October 2009 for (A) January, (B) February, (C) March, (D) April, (E) May, (E) June, (G) July, (H) August, (I)
September, (J) October, (K) November and (L) December.
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FIGURE 12

Monthly mean Sea Level Anomalies (SLA, Unit: cm) distribution from AVISO during January 1999-December 2009 for (A) January, (B) February,
(C) March, (D) April, (E) May, (F) June, (G) July, (H) August, (I) September, (J) October, (K) November and (L) December.
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characteristic with a maximum value (465 cm² s-²) in February

and a minimum value (334 cm² s-²) in August. The energy

conversion terms are quantitatively analyzed, indicating that the

seasonal variability of EKE is modulated by the mixed

instabilities. Both barotropic and baroclinic instabilities are the

energy sources of EKE in the EAC region, and barotropic

instability dominates high EKE in summer and baroclinic

instability influences EKE in winter. The variation of

barotropic instability is dominated by zonal shear associated

with synchronously-varying the poleward EAC southern

extension and the equatorward EAC recirculation modulated

by local SLA. In the EAC region, the local SLA is positive

(negative) in summer (winter), then the poleward EAC

southern extension and the equatorward EAC recirculation are

synchronously strengthened (weakened) due to geostrophic

equilibrium. And barotropic instability of the zonal shear

between the poleward EAC southern extension and the

equatorward EAC recirculation is enhanced (slackened), thus

leading to high (low) EKE transferred from MKE.

Mata et al. (2006) have discovered the SLA propagates

southward along the east Australian continental slope and it

may account for the seasonal variation of local SLA in the

shear-region. Besides, baroclinic instability which is the

strongest in winter (Figure 8), Yang et al. (2022) presented

that frictional forces played an important role in converting

EPE to EKE in the global ocean as a result of active turbulent

mixing induced by intense sea surface cooling and wind

stirring in winter. In our study, this can be verified from the

fact that mixed layer depth is the deepest in winter in the EAC

region (Figures 13F–H). In addition, the seasonal variations of

zonal shear and BTR are closely correlated to the seasonal

variability of the depth of 15°C isotherm trough (Figures 8, 14).

Therefore, the depth of 15°C isotherm trough can be used as an

indicator of zonal shear or BTR in the EAC region. Moreover,

transverse eddy heat transport and turbulent mixing are more
Frontiers in Marine Science 13
intense in the WBC (Zhang et al., 2014). The effects of

mesoscale eddies on the mass and heat transport in the EAC

region need to be further studied.
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